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Executive Summary
The aim of the DISRUPT project is to facilitate the transition into Industry 4.0 smart factories through
a data-driven, flexible system that supports, in near real-time, decision making and enactment of
decisions on the production and scheduling of manufacturing under events that disrupt enterprise
operations, e.g., delays in the supply chain or failure in a production line. An evaluation of KPIs
requires a clear process which established the backbone of the validation and impact assessment
approach which is described in this deliverable.
The DISRUPT system functionality has been generalised from the functional requirements (FRs) of
user partners, ARÇELIK and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, in order to be generic enough to support not
only those FRs, but also a wide range of industrial processes in the context of Industry 4.0 transition.
As such, the DISRUPT system represents a comprehensive solution to, and a proof of concept in, the
automation of vertical and horizontal integration that bears immediate operational and economical
benefit for adopters.
This deliverable additionally defines means by which the DISRUPT project and the resulting platform
will validate its results. ICT related KPIs are further related with non-functional ICT-related
requirements (which have been conducted form the user requirements) which makes the whole
process traceable, transparent and ensures the completeness of this approach. A multi-dimensional
approach is supported that identified innovative KPIs, industrial relevant KPIs and ICT-related KPIs
along with the process of KPI evaluation. When looking at innovation related KPIs there are several
ways to categorize these measures which is covered towards the end of this document. The
document includes for each of these dimensions with a quality criteria specification which defined the
underlying scale of measurement.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
This deliverable reports on means by which the DISRUPT environment project will validate its results.
It is a conclusive document as such for WP2 since it helps to summarize findings from previous
deliverables by scrutinizing KPIs from different perspectives. To obtain comparable and meaningful
results, the process of using these KPIs during evaluation will also be defined.
We have identified three different types of KPIs that will play an essential role during the validation
and evaluation process and are listed below:
a) Industry related KPIs: KPIs that define critical and notable types of performance
measurement and will support DISTRUPT industry relevance
b) Innovation KPIs: KPIs that will highlight DISRUPT innovation aspects that are related

to

ideas, market and output
c) ICT-related performance KPIs: KPIs that support the assessment of the DISRUPT platform as
such
To obtain a reasonable classification of KPIs used throughout this deliverable and the project, KPIs
are enumerated with a prefixed abbreviation of their nature (c.f. Figure 1-1). This means in detail that
we introduce:


KA1 to KAx to denote the KPIs from the automotive pilot



KC1 to KCx to account for KPIs from the consumer electronics pilot



KI1 to KIx to enumerate innovative KPIs



ICT-related KPI are grouped into the following categories
o

KDAC1 to KDACx: Data Analytics and CEP module

o

KCPS1 to KCPSx: Cyber-Physical System module

o

KMDL1 to KMDLx: Modelling module

o

KSIM1 to KSIMx: Simulation module

o

KOP1 to KOPx: Optimisation module

o

KDCF1 to KDCFx: Data Collection Framework

o

KCC1 to KCCx: Cloud Controller
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Figure 1-1: Nomenclature to classify KPIs

1.2 Relation to other Deliverables
The work on KPIs, their definition and assessment already started in WP1 (Task T1.2 “Consolidation

of use-cases, manufacturing goals and user-oriented KPIs”) which analysed the manufacturing
scenarios of DISRUPT user partners, FCA/CRF and ARÇELIK, in order to define their business change
goals and requirements along with the relevant KPIs. Business change goals were analysed and
detailed to an operational level down to identify the DISRUPT desirable system component that will
satisfy each goal. A number of soft goals (quality intentions/requirements) were also defined in order
to motivate the analysis to identify the KPIs against which the DISRUPT system will be measured .
T1.2 was reported in "D1.3: Use-cases and manufacturing goals".
When looking on uses cases and related manufacturing KPIs, they are measured and verified along
with the business impact in Task 5.3 “Assessment and Monitoring of Manufacturing KPIs” and results
are reported in D5.3. Also ICT-related performance KPIs presented in this document correspond to
those “KPIs against which the DISRUPT system will be measured”. Each KPI is first described in
relation to its change goal, soft goal/s, and other related KPIs specified for the change goal if any;
then, the role of the DISRUPT components functional requirements (FRs) involved in satisfying the
change goal, and hence in generating the KPI, is described along with the way the KPI is to be
generated (e.g. querying the number of events of some type for a time period of interest). Those FRs
correspond to the FRs specified for each DISRUPT component in “D2.1: Technical specifications and
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goals”. Change goals and corresponding KPIs are presented in the same order they are listed in D1.3
in Annexes D.1.5 and D.2.5 (and in Annex C of D1.4 and D2.1).

Figure 1-2: Relationship between WP1 and WP2 and their components

1.3 Structure of the Document
This deliverable is structured in the following way: The process of KPI evaluation and KPI assessment
by evaluating different approaches is described in Section 2. Thereafter manufacturing KPIs from
both industrial use cases are shown in Section 3. Section 4 discusses ICT related KPIs that consider
system performance, security and alike on the basis of functional and non-functional requirements.
Thereafter Section 5 illustrates relevant key performance indicators from an innovative point of view
and eventually Section 6 concludes the whole deliverable.

1.4 Contribution to the Scientific and Business Objectives
From an end user perspective, this deliverable guides the eventual evaluation of the DISRUPT
platform on the industrial pilots. As it supports materialising of the ICT-enabled innovation, this
deliverable provides criteria for an assessment of the DISRUPT platform, thus also facilitating one of
the core project objectives for a multi-sided, cloud-based platform that allows large
corporations and SMEs to reduce time, costs/resource consumption, response to
unforeseen events, fluctuations in consumer demand, massively customised products and
global competition. The integration activities and the respective plan describe how the analytics,
simulation and optimisation technologies will be integrated into a unified monitoring, control
and decision support system.
Further to the above, this deliverable contributes to the implementation of the project scientific
objectives. More specifically, the integration scenarios reported in this document aim to provide the
means for the validation of the DISRUPT service- and event-driven architecture. The
integration plan emphasizes on the development of a reference implementation for the DISRUPT
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platform, which serves a multi-sided market ecosystem allowing partly decentralised
planning and control of production processes and systems and advances the collaboration
of different factory automation components. Eventually by providing means to demonstrate the
solution on real industrial cases from the automotive and consumer durables industry this deliverable
also contributed to the objective of establishing a proof-of-concept of the proposed DISRUPT
approach.
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2 Process of KPI Evaluation
Recently, the estimation and monitoring of manufacturing key performance indicators (KPIs) [2] have
drawn significant attention. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) provide manufacturing systems with
the ability to define targets evaluate performance and make operation decisions. Being directly
connected to the automation level, they allow timely control and quantification of production related
to a specific system input. For example, at a production site, KPI information enables the optimisation
of manufacturing activities from the launch order to finished goods thus enhancing profitability and
reacting efficiently to changes [7]. Many studies in the literature have analysed KPIs and their
relationships through a qualitative approach. They have used KPIs to build information management
systems and thus identify the attributes between different metrics [8], [9].
On the other hand, the three main approaches for quantitative KPI estimation and monitoring are
simulation, queuing models and data-driven methods. Simulation is a common approach in
performance analysis of manufacturing systems [10]. It is a flexible tool that can be adjusted for
verifying model assumptions, capacity planning and cycle time estimation. For instance, simulation
models are constructed to evaluate the impact of different scheduling policies [11], [12]. However,
simulation requires a large amount of input data ranging from equipment details to the work in
progress and is time- and resource consuming when used to analyse what-if situations in
manufacturing systems. In the context of DISRUPT, simulation is used in order to evaluate various
alternatives for optimal production scheduling and for delays in delivery
Moreover, analytical approaches based on queuing theory provide reasonable results in a more
efficient manner. Queuing theory utilises information related to the arrival and service processes in
order to predict significant KPIs such as waiting time and queue size [13], [14], [15], [16]. Real
problems, however, can be more complicated and corresponding queuing models are not sufficient to
accurately estimate the system’s performance and variability albeit providing a general insight on the
relationship between work in progress, capacity, throughput and other KPIs. Due to the various
factors that make manufacturing systems analytically intractable, researchers have focused on
developing data-driven statistical methods for estimating and monitoring KPIs. These methods enjoy
broad applicability and statistical rigour, thus overcoming the shortcomings of queuing models in
complex systems and providing results in a time-efficient manner. Therefore, these tools were
employed to analyse historical KPI data and predict their future values. For instance, regression
models were used to forecast fab cycle times [17]; control policies were established and throughput
predicted using data mining [18], [19]; a piece wise linear relationship between utilisation and cycle
time was assumed in which the corresponding relationship curve was estimated using mathematical
optimisation methods [20] and quantile regression was used for simulation-based estimation of cycle
time [21]. Historical data were also used through quantifying the mean and variability of essential
KPIs and using these estimates to determine the number of simulation runs needed for accurate
estimation [22]. In the context of DISRUPT, we have also applied data driven statistical methods in
order to predict new events and to create the respective alerts and also optimization models in order
to provide alternatives for optimal production scheduling and for delays in delivery
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This section focuses on the aspect of KPI assessment. The goal of the section is to describe the
process that will be followed in order to perform the technical, operational, and innovation evaluation
of the aggregated results obtained in the DISRUPT pilots.
In practice, the process of KPI selection relies heavily on discussions subjective in nature [23], [24].
Utilised KPIs are often based in historical use rather than quantifiable utility, obfuscating their benefit
to users. The lacking transparency implies a dependence on implicit knowledge of decision-makers.
Scientific approaches seek to support the KPI selection process to a varying extent. Frameworks for
KPI selection attempt to systematically structure the discussion process [25], [26] while analytical
approaches employ methods like correlation analysis [27], [28], [29], [30], the analytical hierarchy
process (AHP)/analytical network process (ANP) [32], [33], [34], [35], [36] or linear programming
[40]. However, the trade-off between a sufficiently large information content and mental overload of
decision-makers is not given proper consideration in existing approaches [1]. In our case, we
extracted a list of KPIs during the user requirements elicitation process since our aim is not to have
an extensive list of KPIs that will try to measure the performance of the production processes in the
case of Automotive and Consumer Electronics industry but to have a more restricted list of KPIs that
will cover the area where the application of DISRUPT platform could bring impact.
Despite the importance of the approaches mentioned, they share one common aspect: the estimated
KPIs are mainly cover manufacturing aspects and they do not cover the IT aspects needed in the
context of DISRUPT project. Except from the KPIs that are related closely to the end-users contexts,
KPIs that focus to the innovation introduced by the DISRUPT platform and the related ICT
performance and usability aspects need to be taken into consideration. They are presented in Section
4 and 5. Since a developed artefact is also part of the KPIs evaluation process, we need also to
consider a rigorous design evaluation may draw from many potential techniques, such as analytics,
case studies, experiments, or simulations [37] and naturalistic evaluations [41]. Further sources for
methods of evaluation include Pries-Heje et al. [38] and Sein et al. [39]. We will use an observational
design evaluation by using the field study approach materialized through the pilot execution in the
actual field of CRF/FCA and ARCELIK. More specifically, for estimating the various KPIs, we will use
real data collected from the two manufacturing companies to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method for monitoring KPIs and to show the benefits that will be derived by the various
modules of DISRUPT platform individually and as a whole.
The process that will be followed includes the following steps
a) Identification of the KPIs categories and the specific KPIs: Initially, we identify the
categories of KPIs and specify a series of them. This step will have been accomplished as part of
this deliverable. It is based on the outcomes of the user requirements elicitation process and the
formulation of functional and non-functional requirements in WP1 and WP2. Moreover, a detailed
description of the end-user KPIs is presented in D5.3 “Validation and impact assessment”. The
focus of the KPIs enlisted in the deliverable is to frame the potential impact that the DISRUPT
platform could have on the end-users’ production environment by capturing and handling specific
events.
b) Identification of the calculation approach used: We discuss and define the approach that
will be used in order to calculate the various KPIs e.g. simulation, optimization, prediction models,
and actual field application. The aim of this step is to specify which of the end-user KPIs will be
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calculated by the implemented simulation or optimization models. For example, Job-per-Hour or
Total Supply Chain Management Costs will be estimated via simulation after running an
optimization. This information will be used in order to define which module is involved on the
KPIs calculation process.
c) Specification of the DISRUPT modules involved: Based on the previous step, we define
which DISRUPT modules produce the end user industry related KPIS identified and the process
that need to be followed. For example, the calculation of Job-per-Hour involves three different
modules. Initially, the CEP detects the event, then the optimization provides alternative of
optimised production schedules in order to address this event and then simulation calculates the
expected Job per Hour after the interventions on scheduling. For the ICT-related performance
KPIs, we need to consider values that are not explicitly calculated by DISRUPT platform and its
modules but can be derived implicitly by the other values derived. For example, number of
automatically created simulation models or number of simulation models successfully initialized
with parameters can be calculated based on the configuration values kept by the simulation
module. This step will actually consolidate the outcomes of D2.1 with the pilot execution and
evaluation first outcomes (D5.3 “Validation and impact assessment”) in order to build concrete
pilot cases where the impact of DISRUPT platform on handling events and solving efficiently the
disruptions on production will be demonstrated.
d) Data requirements definition: We define the data required for the calculation of each KPI. A
first mapping between industry related KPIs and Data Sets has been done as part of the D5.3
“Validation and impact assessment”. After the specification of the related modules, we need also
to define precisely the data that are captured or the values that are calculated by each module
and will be used in order to calculate the ICT-related KPIs. For example, we will sum up the
number of models created in simulation module or the meta-models created.
e) Specification of the pilot evaluation and validation settings: After defining the KPIs, the
related data-source and means of calculation, we need to define the exact settings under which
the platform will be demonstrated e.g. the production lines, the execution period, the type of
processes. Therefore, we need to conclude on different pilot or experimental settings. These
settings will enable us to also define more precisely the type of the KPIs values that could better
show the impact. For example, is it more informative to calculate average or total values for Jobper-Hour or Total Supply Chain Management Costs. Furthermore, we need also to specify the ASIS baseline values of the current situation that will be used as reference points in the evaluation.
f)

KPIs evaluation matrix formulation: By considering the previous steps outcomes, we derive
a matrix where the calculation approach, the modules involved, the data required, the pilot
scenario (e.g. description, time period, application settings), and the initial KPIs values are
included for each KPI.

The aforementioned steps will be the backbone of the validation and impact assessment approach
that will be further elaborated at the pilot execution and evaluation phase. It is also important to
highlight the interrelated nature of the ICT-related performance and industry related KPIs. For
example, the number of events detected or number of provided production schedules simulated or
number of alternatives obtained for specified delay could provide evidence on the impact that could
DISRUPT platform bring on production processes. If the number of events captured are high, then
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different alternatives for handling them are produced that could improve the target KPIs. Therefore,
the ICT-related performance KPIs that cover the functional requirements aspects can highlight the
extent at which the DISRUPT platform could contribute on addressing the main challenges of the two
industries. A potential further analysis could also focus on highlighting the relationships among the
KPIs and show which of industry related are affected more significantly by the ICT-related ones.
Moreover, both industry and ICT performance related KPIs could be used as intermediaries for
feeding the innovation KPIs. For example, the number of Prototypes built, Number of Experiments
run and even the Number of Data collected can be calculated by using data and or aggregating KPIs
of the other two categories.
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3 Industry Related KPIs
The use cases and the impact of DISRUPT on the respective industries has been discussed in previous
deliverables and especially in D5.3 (“Validation and Impact assessment”). This section is hence an
abstract of available KPIs for the two industrial pilots.

3.1 Automotive Industry
FCA follows the principles of the World Class Manufacturing initiative, derived and adapted from the
Lean Manufacturing approach. Some of the main principles related to DISRUPT are 1) to use a visual
management approach for the management of the industrial processes, such as the DISRUPT
platform, and 2) to use within these visual management tools a limited set of KPIs, easily measurable
and self-understandable, used to monitor and control the processes. For the processes managed in
DISRUPT, CRF has identified a SMART (see D5.3) set of KPIS, which is described below, covering
different perspectives:


Company-level are KPIs which measure the performance of upstream processes and plant
internal processes. They are heavily impacted by disturbances in the upstream processes
(such as transportation, supply) or ancillary process (such as maintenance);



Inbound Logistics-level are KPIs which measure the performance of the process of supplying
components to the plant;



Internal manufacturing-level are KPIs which measure the performance of the main
(manufacturing) process.

The following key performance indicators will be considered in CRF’s case which cover the perspective
of the company, inbound-logistics, and internal manufacturing:
Company-level KPIs


KA1: Job-per-Hour (JPH) - is calculated as the number of products exiting a defined
process in a defined time interval. It is used to assess the process performance; it measures
the throughput of the line per hour.



KA2: Work In Progress (WIP) - is calculated as the direct and indirect costs of the semifinished products in a defined process. It is used to reduce the immobilised capital thus
reducing operating cost and smoothing material flow;



KA3: Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) - is calculated as the product of
availability, performance and quality of a process (c.f. D5.3 for further details). It is used to
increase the efficiency by maximising use of production assets, to define performance as
measured against targets and to compare production processes and teams, in output and
quality;



KA4: Total Supply Chain Management Costs (TSCMC) - is calculated as the sum of
direct and indirect costs to plan, source and deliver products and services. It is used to
monitor the total costs for the product.

Inbound Logistics-level KPIs
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KA5: Replenishment Lead-time - is calculated as the time from the receipt of a customer
order to the delivery of the product. It is used to measure the quality of service from the
supplier and to monitor the leanness of inbound processes;



KA6: Inbound logistics cost of goods - is computed as the sum of direct cost of material,
labour and services to supply a product or service. It is used to monitor the inbound logistics
costs of the product: it includes the direct cost of material, labour and services to supply a
product or service.

Internal manufacturing-level KPIs


KA7: Cost of Goods (CG) - is used to monitor the internal costs of the product: it is
computed as the sum of the direct cost of material and labour to produce a product or
service;



KA8: Saturation of material handling systems (SMHS) - is used to assess the current
usage of systems at plant level and encourage the correct investment in material handling
systems. It is computed as the ratio between available time and consumed time;



KA9: Personnel Saturation (PS) - is used to encourage correct staffing levels, skill-base
and production design;



KA10: Saturation of docks (SD) - is used to assess the current usage of systems at plant
level and encourage the correct investment in docks. It is computed as the ratio between
available time and consumed time.

These KPIs are calculated in several FCA IT systems (MES, ERP, WMS and eventually SCADA) and
extracted from them.

3.2 Consumer Electronics [ARCELIK]
In the following means are described that will be used to assess the DISRUPT platform on the
ARCELIK case which are taken from D5.3 “Validation and impact assessment”. For further reading
and a detailed mapping between KPIs and Data Sets please refer to the aforementioned document


KC1: Capacity Level/Utilization - The fraction of the capacity (usually expressed in
percentage) within a given time interval is called the capacity utilisation of the company. This
KPI describes the current capacity - or utilisation level and supports decision making for
product allocation. Capacity level or utilisation level is a key indicator for decision makers.
This figure of the capacity level/utilization level is defined by the quotient of Actual level of
output (how many units are produced in production line) over the maximum possible output
(how many units should be produced in production line).



KC2: Lead Time - is the most critical part of managing a manufacturing business or any
business that involves waiting for supplies or products to arrive. The formula to calculate the
lead time consists of cycle time, the duration of bottleneck station and Work in Progress
(WIP, c.f. KA2). Cycle time is understood as the time elapsing between finishing two units on
the production line. Throughput is the number of completed product. The formulas are
o

Lead Time = Cycle Time x WIP
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Lead Time = WIP/Throughput

KC3: Setup Time - can be described as the required time for the whole setup process
including specific machines, resources, workstations, processes, or a whole production line, in
order to convert from a configuration to produce a certain piece of a good to a different
configuration to produce a another piece of good.

Figure 3-1: A view of Setup Time (c.f. D5.3)



KC4: Availability - is defined as the percentage of actual uptime (in hours) of equipment
relative to the total numbers of theoretical possible uptime (in hours). Actual uptime is a
metric that represents the percentage of time that hardware, an IT system or device is
successfully operational compared to the total available time and is an indicator for the ratio
of system in operation versus downtime. Service hours express the working hours of
operators.
o

Availability = Actual uptime / (Service hours – Planned downtime)
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4 ICT-Related Performance KPIs
For manufacturing applications in which ICT plays a key role, a recent report to the European
Parliament [42] states that “….the boundaries between the real world and the virtual world become

increasingly blurred”. This implies that these hybrid systems, often referred to as cyber-physical
production systems (CPPS) should be regarded as “…. online networks of social machines that are
organised in a similar way to social networks” [43]. It was therefore desirable in DISRUPT, while we
were considering early requirements, to address the issue of enterprise functioning in terms of actors
(human, physical, digital) and their interdependencies.
In the following, ICT-related performance KPIs will be defined and related to functional requirements
as derived earlier in DISRUPT. Technical modules will be derived from the technical specifications and
goals (c.f., D2.1, Section 3ff). Each functional requirement on a technical module or ICT component is
mapped to a specific KPI. This is done for all DISRUPT modules meaning, the Data Analytics and CEP
Module, the CPS module, the Modelling Module, the Simulation module, the Optimisation module, the
Data Collection Framework, and the Cloud Controller. Functional Requirements and their description
are aligned with D2.1 “Technical Specification and Goals”.

4.1 ICT KPIs per DISRUPT module functional requirements
The following table relates KPIS on Data Analytics and CEP with DISRUPT functional requirements:
Table 4-1: KPIs on the Data Analytics and CEP module (adapted from D2.1 – Table 3.1)

FR

Description

Required Behaviour

KPI #

ID
FR.

Set-up

AC1

for

rules
event

detection

- For a given event, create a set of
deterministic
procedures

rules
to

and

identify

KDAC1

mathematical
patterns

KPI
Not suitable as
KPI

and

deviations
FR.

Detect event

AC2

- Monitor incoming streaming data based on

KDAC2

deterministic patterns

# of events
detected

- Detect events, anomalies and deviations
based on deterministic rules (FR.AC2) and
predictive patterns (FR.AC5).
- Publish detected event (FR.AC.1)
FR.

Train

- Retrieve relevant historic data from the

AC3

prediction

event store

prediction

model

- Apply machine learning methods to create

models obtained

KDAC3

# of trained

trained prediction model for event
- Evaluate and refine (if needed) method
and/or model
FR.
AC4

Predict event

- Monitor incoming events and streaming
data based on trained prediction models
- Based on incoming data and events, predict
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events, anomalies and deviations
- Publish predicted event
The following table relates KPIS on Cyber Physical Systems with DISRUPT functional requirements:
Table 4-2: Functional Requirements of the CPS module (adapted from D2.1 – Table 4.1)

FR

Descriptio

ID

n

FR.CP

Capture raw

- For a given physical element, capture raw

data

data (either continuously or per request)

Integrate

- Filter and normalise the incoming dataset

1
FR.CP
2

raw data to
existing
dataset

Required Behaviour

KPI #

KPI

KCPS1

Not suitable as
KPI

KCPS2

# of raw data
sources

- Properly place it in stream with pre-existing

integrated

datasets of the same physical element

existing

to
data

sets
FR.CP

Create

- For a given data set of a specific physical

parameter/s

element, create a parameter/system

and systems

ystem

identification function that analyses and

identification

identification

estimates the behaviour of the physical

functions

function

element

FR.CP

Capture

- Analyse the dataset through specified

4

event for

parameter identification / system

elements

physical

identification functions to identify behavioural

captures

element

patterns of the specified physical element

3

KCPS3

# of parameter

created
KCPS4

# of physical

- Publish captured event
FR.CP

Actualise

- Change settings of physical element to

5

decision

appropriately implement the request for

KCPS5

# of decisions
actualised on

change of its operation.

physical
element

The following table relates KPIS on Modelling with DISRUPT functional requirements:
Table 4-3: Functional requirements of the Modelling module (adapted from D2.1 – Table 5.1)

FR

Description

Required Behaviour

ID
FR.

Create and

- Create abstract meta model using the

MD1

store meta

modelling design tool

model

KPI #

KPI

KMDL1

# of abstract
meta models

- Store meta model in meta model-repository
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stored
FR.

Create and

MD2

store model

- Select appropriate meta model

KMDL2

# of models
created and

- Apply modelling language and introduce

stored

knowledge to this meta model using the
modelling design tool.
- Create a formal or semi-formal model.
- Store model in model repository.
FR.

Process and

MD3

transform
model

- Retrieve stored model

KMDL3

# of models
processed and

- Query and analyse model to check

transformed

completeness and consistency
- Enrich the model with behavioural
information and properties
- Store transformed model

FR.

Process and

MD4

transform
model via
Simulation

- Retrieve stored model

KMDL4

# of models
obtained from

- Invoke Simulation to approximate system

simulation

behaviour with stochastic procedures and

transformed

probabilities
- Transform model accordingly
- Store transformed model

FR.

Export

MD5

model

- Retrieve the appropriate model

KMDL5

# of models
exported

- Export model in the specified format

The following table relates KPIS on Simulation with DISRUPT functional requirements:
Table 4-4: Functional Requirements of the Simulation module (adapted from D2.1 – Table 6.1)

FR

Description

Required Behaviour

ID
FR.SI
1

Create

- Create the simulation model for the

simulation

specified production facility and related

model

operations

KPI #

KPI

KSIM1

Not suitable as
KPI

manually
FR.SI
2

Create

- Create the simulation model for the

simulation

specified production facility and related

automatically

model

operations (at least semi-automatically)

created
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automatically

simulation
models

FR.SI
3

Initialise

- Initialise the specified model of production

simulation

with the real data from the facility, the

model

provided simulation parameters and any

KSIM3

models
successfully

events that may affect the operation of this

initialized with

model and/or its parameters
FR.SI
4

# of simulation

parameters

Simulate

- Run simulation on the initialised simulation

production

model utilising the provided production

KSIM4

Not suitable as
KPI

schedule

The following table relates KPIS on Optimisation module with DISRUPT functional requirements:
Table 4-5: Functional Requirements of the Optimisation module (adapted from D2.1 – Table 7.1)

FR ID

Descripti

Required Behaviour

on
FR.OP1

Initialise

- Obtain specified model of production from

productio

the Modelling module

n model

KPI #

KPI

KOP1

Not suitable as KPI

KOP2

# of optimised

- Initialise model entities with provided data
from the production facility as well as the
provided set of events to be handled
- If provided, include the revised stock
availability

based

on

the

revised

transportation and dock management plan
FR.OP2

Produce

- Invoke Simulation (if needed) to obtain

optimised

metrics on partial schedules

productio
n
schedule
FR.OP3

production
schedules produced

- Optimise production schedule given
optimisation criteria and parameters

Estimate

- Calculate impact estimation metrics on the

impact of

produced production schedule

KOP3

Not suitable as KPI

KOP4

# of alternatives

produced
productio
n
schedule
FR.OP4

Obtain

- Retrieve predefined set of alternatives for

alternative

delay

obtained for
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s for

- Incorporate user-defined alternatives for

specified

delay

specified delay

delay
FR.OP5

Produce

- Relate set of alternative actions with the

optimised

real data derived from the supply chain and

transportation and

transporta

docking stations

dock management

tion and
dock
managem

KOP5

Quality of optimised

plan

- Optimise transportation and dock
management plan

ent plan
FR.OP6

Estimate

- Calculate impact estimation metrics on the

impact of

produced transportation and dock

produced

management plan

KOP6

Not suitable as KPI

transporta
tion and
dock
managem
ent plan

The following table relates KPIs on Data Collection Framework (DCF) with DISRUPT functional
requirements:
Table 4-6: Functional Requirements of the DCF module (adapted from D2.1 – Table 8.1)

FR ID

Descriptio

Required Behaviour

n
FR.DC
1

Collect data
from
existing EISs

FR.DC
2

- For a given physical element, capture data

from CPS

(either continuously or per request)

sources

3

Transform
multisource,
multiscale
and

KPI

KDCF1

Not suitable as KPI

KDCF2

Not suitable as KPI

KDCF3

# of data

- Collect data

Collect data
and IoT

FR.DC

- Query EIS dataset based on request

KPI #

- Filter the incoming data (if needed)
- Transform data from multiple sources
- Aggregate data into a single dataset with
the required structure

transformations and
aggregations from
multiple sources

multivariant
data
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FR.DC

Store data

4
FR.DC

- Properly place dataset in stream with pre-

Not suitable as KPI

KDCF5

Not suitable as KPI

KDCF6

Not suitable as KPI

existing datasets of the same type
Store low-

- Properly place event in stream with pre-

level events

existing events of the same type

FR.DC

Distribute

- Receive event

6

published

5

KDCF4

events to
subscribed

- Identify subscribed recipients of event
- Distribute event to subscribed recipients

recipients

The following table relates KPIs on Cloud Controller with DISRUPT functional requirements:
Table 4-7: Functional Requirements of the Cloud Controller (adapted from D2.1 – Table 9.1)

FR ID

Description

FR.CC

Fetch data

1

and connect
them with
models

Required Behaviour
- Query the DCF for requested data

KPI #

KPI

KCC1

Load when
fetching data,

- Obtain provide data to the requesting

querying DB, and

module

relating data to

- Query the Knowledge DB

models

- Relate data to the models of
manufacturing entities and processes
FR.CC
2

Receive and

- Obtain event from Data Analytics and

handle events

CEP

KCC2

System load when
receiving and
handling events

- Store event in Event Store

(alternatively: # of

- Based on event type, automatically

events per second)

trigger simulation to obtain impact
estimation (if req.)
- Based on event type, automatically
trigger optimisation to obtain alternative
production schedule (if req.)
- Forward event to be presented to the
user
FR.CC
3

Trigger

- Trigger the Optimisation module

optimisation

providing it with the events to handle,

and store

enriched data that correspond to specific

module and to

results

manufacturing entities and processes and

store calculated

user parameters for optimisation
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- Obtain and store calculated production

schedules

schedule in the Decision Support DB and
related impact estimation results
FR.CC
4

Trigger

- Trigger the Simulation module providing

simulation

it with a production schedule, the events

and store

to handle, enriched data that correspond

result

to specific manufacturing entities and

KCC4

Not suitable as KPI

KCC5

Not suitable as KPI

KCC6

Not suitable as KPI

KCC7

Not suitable as KPI

KCC8

Is the system

processes and user parameters for
optimisation
- Obtain and store estimation for
production schedule in the Decision
Support DB
FR.CC
5

FR.CC
6

Fetch

- Obtain production schedule from Decision

production

Support DB or from the organisation's EIS

schedule

(through DCF)

Fetch impact

- Obtain Simulation results or impact

estimation

estimation from Optimisation from the
Decision Support DB

FR.CC
7

Trigger CPS

- Relate decision to the physical elements

to

it corresponds to

automatically
implement
decision
FR.CC
8

- Communicate to the corresponding CPSs
the requested changes

Manage

- Relate user credentials to user roles and

users' rights

rights

secure and able to
handle user rights?

4.2 Non-functional requirements per ICT KPI
This section relates each ICT KPI identified in section 4.1 to the non-functional requirements specified
in D2.1, section “11.2 From functional to non-functional requirements”, for DISRUPT high level
functional requirements. Table 11.1 in D2.1 summarizes the relation of high level functional and nonfunctional requirements. The tables presented in this section are similar to Table 11.1: rows
correspond to high level functional requirements (FRs) and columns to non-functional requirements
(NFR) characteristics. However, inner cells show both the relevant KPIs and, within square brackets,
the NFR sub-characteristics of the DISRUPT component functional requirement in section 4.1
associated with each relevant KPI, as specified in D2.1, section 11.2. (Confidentiality is a subcharacteristic of security which is a characteristic according to [6], see D2.1 section 11.1.)
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Tables were filled as follows. For each high level FR, the corresponding DISRUPT components
functional requirements that satisfy it were identified in D2.1, and from these the corresponding KPIs
from the tables in section 4.1. The NFR sub-characteristics were determined through the analysis in
D2.1 section 11.2, where NFR sub-characteristics were specified for each high level functional
requirement. There are FR-to-NFR mappings that do not have a defined KPI. These correspond to
those KPIs labelled as “Not suitable as KPI” in section 4.1.
Table 4-8 shows the KPIs and NFRs associated with the functional requirements of the user scenario
“collecting and aggregating multi-source, multi-scale and multi-variant data”.
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Table 4-8: KPIs and NFRs for user scenario “collecting and aggregating multi-source, multi-scale and multi-variant data”.

Performance Efficiency
FR1.1 – Collect data from
existing EIS

KDCF1 (FR.DC1)
No suitable as KPI
KCPS1

FR1.2 - Capture IoT data

# of raw data captured
[latency, capacity]

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

Security

Maintainability

Portability

idem.

idem.

idem.

idem.

KCPS1

KCPS1

[interoperability]

[confidentiality]

KCPS1
[reusability]

KCPS1
[installability]

KCPS2

FR1.3 - Aggregate
multisource, multiscale and
multivariate data

# of raw data sources
integrated to existing data sets

KCPS2

KDCF3

KDCF3

# of data transformations and

[interoperability]

aggregations from multiple
sources
[latency, resource use]

Table 4-9 shows the KPIs and NFRs associated with the functional requirements of the user scenario “identifying events in smart manufacturing ecosystems”.
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Table 4-9: KPIs and NFRs for user scenario “identifying events in smart manufacturing ecosystems”.

Performance Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

Security

Maintainability

KCPS3
#of parameter and
FR2.1 - Detect an event from
the monitoring of data
coming into the system in
almost real time

systems identification
functions created
KCPS4
# of physical elements

KCPS3

KCPS3

KCPS3

KCPS4

KCPS4

KCPS4

[interoperability]

[fault

[reusability]

tolerance]

captures
[latency, resource use]
FR2.2 - Predict an event
from the analysis of
multisource, multiscale and
multivariate data

KDAC4
# of events predicted
[latency, resource use]

KDAC4

KDAC4

KDAC4

[fault

[interoperability]

[reusability]

tolerance]

Not suitable KPIs but
FR2.3 - Manually declare an
event

FR.CB8 “Enable the user

[learnability,

to manually declare an

accessibility

[confidentiality

event” must observe

and user error

]

usability and security

protection]

issues
FR2.4 - Define event

KDAC3 train

KDAC3

prediction

[confidentiality

prediction patterns
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Performance Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

models

Security

Maintainability

Portability

]

[learnability]
KDCF5
Not suitable

KDCF idem.

as KPI

KDCF5 idem.

Table 4-10 shows the KPIs and NFRs associated with the functional requirements of the user scenario “establishing situation awareness and interaction with
stakeholders towards addressing disruptions in manufacturing processes/operations”.
Table 4-10: KPIs and NFRs for user scenario “establishing situation awareness and interaction with stakeholders towardsaddressing disruptions in
manufacturing processes/operations”.

Performance Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

KSIM3
FR3.1 – Enable situation

# of simulation models

awareness on the factory

successfully initialized

operational status, based

with parameters

KSIM3

KSIM4

KSIM4

# of provided production

[interoperability]

on

the

configuration

current
of

the

manufacturing and supply
chain operations

KSIM3
KSIM4
[fault
tolerance]

schedules simulated
[latency, resource use,
capacity (KSIM4 load
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Performance Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

Security

scalability and
throughput)]
[ADDED
(D2.1, p.87):

FR3.2 - Notify on an event

No suitable KPIs but see
columns

learnability for

x

[(D2.1, p.87)

the event

[not

[ADDED (D2.1,

interoperability

information,

actually

p.87)

(with the system

so that this is

discussed

confidentiality on

used for

easily

in D2.1

which role is

notification)]

comprehensive

sec. 11 for

receiving events]

for the

FR3.2]

intended
recipients]
KSIM3
# of simulation models
FR3.3

-

Calculate

the

impact of an event on the
factory

key

performance

and business metrics

successfully initialized
with parameters

KSIM3

KSIM4

KSIM4

# of provided production

[interoperability]

schedules simulated
[latency, resource use,
capacity (KSIM4 load
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Performance Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

Security

Maintainability

Portability

scalability and
throughput)]

FR3.4

-

roles

to

Allow

different

control

levels

of

the

x

the

information flow at various
factory

KCC8

x

Is the system

[not actually

[not actually discussed in

discussed in

D2.1 sec. 11.2]

D2.1 sec.

hierarchy

secure and able
to handle user
rights?

11.2]

[confidentiality]

Table 4-11 shows the KPIs and NFRs associated with the functional requirements of the user scenario “managing decision making to handle disruptions”.
Table 4-11: KPIs and NFRs for user scenario “managing decision making to handle disruptions”.

Performance
Efficiency

FR4.1 - Allow different
roles to make informed
decisions on handling an
event

FR4.2

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

KCC8

x
x

Is the system

[not actually

[not actually discussed

discussed in

in D2.1 sec. 11.2]

D2.1 sec.

secure and able
to handle user
rights?

11.2]
-

optimised

Produce

an

production

KOP2

KOP2

[confidentiality]
KOP2
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Performance
Efficiency
schedule

# of optimised

Compatibility

Usability

[interoperability]

Reliability
[availability,

production schedules

fault tolerance]

produced
[latency, resource use,
capacity (load
scalability)]
KOP4
# of alternatives
obtained for specified
delay
FR4.3

-

optimised
and

dock

Produce

an

transportation
management

KOP5
Quality of optimised
transportation and dock

plan

KOP4

KOP4

KOP5

KOP5

[availability,

[interoperability]

fault tolerance]

management plan
[latency, resource use,
capacity (load
scalability)]
FR4.4

-

alternative
schedule

Simulate

an

production

KSIM3

KSIM3

# of simulation models

KSIM4

successfully initialized

KSIM3
KSIM4
[availability,
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Performance
Efficiency
with parameters

Compatibility

Usability

[interoperability]

Reliability
fault tolerance]

KSIM4
# of provided
production schedules
simulated
[latency, resource use,
capacity (load
scalability)]
KSIM3
# of simulation models
successfully initialized
with parameters
FR4.5 - Simulate based
on

an

alternative

transportation plan

KSIM4

KSIM3

# of provided

KSIM4

production schedules
simulated

KSIM3
KSIM4
[availability,

[interoperability]

fault tolerance]

[latency, resource use,
capacity (load
scalability)]
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For FR4.2 - FR4.5, in D2.1 it is also specified as NFR the “appropriateness of the produced results”, which corresponds to “functional appropriateness”, a subquality within the quality “functional suitability” as specified in [6]. Table 4-12 below shows the KPIs and NFRs associated with the functional requirements of the
user scenario “actualising informed decisions”.
Table 4-12: KPIs and NFRs for user scenario “actualising informed decisions”.

Performance Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

Security

Maintainability

Portability

[confidentiality
[learnability (of the
decision selection
FR5.1 - Be able to
select

an

alternative

solution to implement

process) and

No suitable KPI but see

understandability

columns

(by stakeholders to
evaluate decisions
before selection]

(with respect
to the roles
intended to
undertake
actions
towards
selecting and
actualising a
decision)]

No associated KPIs but
NFRs were specified in D2.1
- 11.2
FR5.2

-

Notify

stakeholders

about

actions to perform

[latency of the decision
notification process

[interoperability]

[appropriateness

[confidentiality

and recognisability

of

of notifications]

notifications]

throughput of
communicated
notifications]
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Performance Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

KCPS5
FR5.3

-

Enforce

automatic actualisation
of the selected decision

Security

Maintainability

Portability

KCPS5

# of decisions actualised on
physical element

Reliability

[availability,

[interoperability]

fault

[latency, resource use,

tolerance]

capacity (load scalability) ]

Table 4-13 shows the KPIs and NFRs associated with the functional requirements of the user scenario “modelling the manufacturing knowledge”.
Table 4-13: KPIs and NFRs for user scenario “modelling the manufacturing knowledge”.

Performance
Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

KMDL1
# of abstract meta
models created and
FR6.1

-

Model

the

manufacturing
knowledge at different
layers

stored
KMDL2

KMDL1-4

# of models created

[interoperability]

[learnability]

and stored
KMDL3
# of models processed
and transformed
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Performance
Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

Security

Maintainability

Portability

KMDL4
# of models obtained
from simulation
transformed
[response time]
KMDL5
FR6.2 - Be able to
produce

multiple

models

# of models exported
KMDL5 [learnability]

[capacity w.r.t number
of models that can be

KMDL5
[confidentiality]

developed]
FR6.3 - Provide the
operational
environment to execute
decision
processes,
models

making
based

on

KMDL5
# of models exported

KMDL5

KMDL5

KMDL5

[capacity w.r.t number

[interoperability]

[learnability]

[confidentiality]

of models that can be
developed]

For FR6.2 and FR6.3, in D2.1 it is also specified the “appropriateness of both the models and the meta-models developed”, which corresponds to “functional
appropriateness”, a sub-quality within the quality “functional suitability” as specified in [6].
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5 Innovation Related KPIs
Literature on innovation is giving a clear indication on what typically are considered to be innovation
related KPIs (cf. [3], [4]). There are several ways to categorize these measures, however, for the
sake of easiness we decided to use three main categories for DISRUPTs innovation related KPIs which
are input/idea related innovation KPIs, output related innovation KPIs, and market/business related

innovation KPIs. In the following, we will list the KPIs taken up within DISRUPT, briefly explain the
meaning of each KPI and the relevance for the project.

Input/idea measures and related KPI


KI1: Number of Ideas – this relates to the number of new concepts generated within the
project or taken up within the project – clearly relevant for an innovation action



KI2: Percentage of current business initiatives driven by ICT - pro-activeness of role
is measured



KI3: Percentage of ICT capital spending of total investment – which is relative to
peer group or market

Output related innovation KPIs


KI4: Number

of

Prototypes

built

–

number

of

(software)

prototypes

designed/implemented in the course of the project – one of the focus activities of DISRUPT


KI5: Number of Experiments run – number of (software based) experiments executed
using the software prototypes – in DISRUPT this is strongly related to the experiments
conducted using the components of the decision support toolkit



KI6: Number of Data collected – number of data sets collected and processed for further
innovation actions (e.g., for exploiting the enriched data-sets)



KI7: Number of learnings mapped to innovation metrics or lean canvas building
blocks – this gives a good figure about the innovative character of the solution and the value
by considering business- and market related costs as well as generated income

Market/business related innovation KPIs


KI8: New Products/services to market within 1/2/5 years after the project –
mainly relevant for technology/consulting partners



KI9: Profit from these products/services – mainly relevant for technology/consulting
partners



KI10: Revenue

from

these

products/services

–

mainly

relevant

for

technology/consulting partners


KI11: Ratio

between

revenue

from

these

products/services

and

existing

products/services – mainly relevant for technology/consulting partners


KI12: Number of customers using the new products/services – mainly relevant for
technology/consulting partners



KI13: Number of new customers using the new products/services – mainly relevant
for technology/consulting partners
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KI14: Cost savings by internal use of new products/service – mainly relevant for end
user partners



KI15: time savings by internal use of new products/service – mainly relevant for end
user partners
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6 Conclusions
This document summarises the results of work performed in Task T2.5 “ Validation and Improvement

of KPIs for the DISRUPT environment” which ends in M24. It defined means by which the DISRUPT
project and KPIs on the resulting platform are validated from different perspectives like
a) KPIs that define critical and notable types of performance measurement and will support
DISTRUPT industry relevance (Industry Related KPIs) for both, the automotive- and
consumer electronic pilot
b) ICT-related key performance indicators that support the assessment of the DISRUPT platform
from functional and non-functional requirements
c) KPIs that will highlight DISRUPT innovation aspects that are related to ideas, market and
output (Innovation KPIs)
In order to establish a classification, a nomenclature is introduced to group KPIs on the respective
dimensions. The document concludes each of these dimensions with a quality criteria specification
which defined the underlying scale of measurement.
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A List of Acronyms
BPMN

Business Process Management Notation

CEP

Complex Event Processing

CMM

Conceptual Meta-Model

CPS

Cyber-Physical System

DCF

Data Collection Framework (DISRUPT module)

DMN

Data Management Notation (a meta-model)

EIS

Enterprise Information System

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

FR

Functional Requirement

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

IIoT

Industrial Internet of Things

IBPM

Industrial Business Process Management

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

IIRA

Industrial Internet Reference Architecture

IoT

Internet of Things

ISO

International Standards Organisation

IT

Information Technology

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

MES

Manufacturing Execution System

MRP

Manufacturing Resource Planning

NFR

Non-Functional Requirement (aka Quality Attribute)

OASIS

Organization for Advancement of Structured Information Standards

OG

Open Group

OMG

Object Management Group

PIMM

Platform Independent Meta-Model

PSMM

Platform Specific Meta-Model

RA

Reference Architecture

RAMI4.0

Reference Architecture Model Industrie 4.0

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

WMS

Warehouse Management System
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